Abstract-In most EvoDevo (Evolutionary Developmental) systems, genotypes are developed and evolved towards a structural or computational goal utilizing some kind of computational architecture (i.e., structures made of connected elements that may compute). Exploiting a common genotype to develop and evolve different classes of computational architectures towards a common goal has previously been successfully implemented, through common developmental genomes. In this work, we focus at how common genomes exploit the underlying architectures during development and build structure (network morphology) in phenotypes for different problem instances and architecture sizes. Common developmental genomes showed an ability to exploit the size of the architecture by actively involving a larger number of nodes/cells while managed to maintain a small number of neutral and static parts in the evolved structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
One central challenge in artificial development is to understand how a mapping process could work on a class of computational architectures (species) in a more general way. Computational architectures can for example be cellular automata (CA) [1] or boolean networks (BN) [2] . The hypothesis for going this way forward is that it may be possible to exploit these properties from each computational architecture or combine more than one architectures in a more efficient way (i.e., a true multicellular approach) [3] . This hypothesis has given rise to common developmental genomes (CDG) [4] .
Common developmental genomes have shown a potentiality of developing different classes of computational architectures with non-identical structural [4] or computational [5] phenotypic properties. A simple stock market model with varying architecture size (N = 144, N = 169, and N = 196) was studied in [5] , using CA and BN as architectural models. Although results showed that CDG are able to find better solutions for certain architecture sizes than single genomes evolved specifically for a one computational architecture only (i.e., CA or BN), no insight was acquired regarding how they manage to evolve networks towards the final phenotypes.
In [6] , is mentioned that a sequence (phenotype) and the description of the environment in which that sequence is to be interpreted, is expressed in terms of physical complexity (which technically can be defined as the shared Kolmogorov complexity). By borrowing related concepts from Kolmogorov complexity [7] , it can be inferred that the more information required to fully describe an object and its environment, the more complex the object is. As a simplified example, let k be the amount of information required to describe i.e., a finite state automaton. For k = 4, we suggest that the finite state automaton at timestep t, can be fully described by an amount of information of four. It is assumed that environment information is included in this description. As such, for k = 5, the finite state automaton in a later timestep, i.e., t + Δx, is characterized by an information amount of five. Therefore, the latter automaton is interpreted as a more complex system. This simple notion is used here as a rudimentary metric to describe the complexity of a problem instance.
In this work, we investigate how CDG model exploits the underlying computational architectures during development and builds structure (network morphology) for different problem instances and architecture sizes. The motivation here is to see how common genomes manage to develop and evolve network structures in phenotypes in more scalable conditions. This is supported by a need to understand what dynamic conditions apply during evolution and whether architecture size affects their ability to evolve.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The developmental model is briefly described at Section II. Experimental design is given at Section III with results at Section IV. Finally, conclusion and future work come at Section V.
II. THE DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL
In this section, the genetic representation and the developmental model is described in brief. For a detailed description of the model and analytical examples for cellular automata and boolean network development, see [4] .
The genome comprise two parts or chromosomes as shown at Figure 1 . The first chromosome creates cells/nodes of the species where the second chromosome generates the connections. Each chromosome is governed by rules. The rules for node/cell creation are different from those for connectivity.
The rules of the first chromosome describe cell processes like growth, differentiation and apoptosis and are used during the development process (ontogeny). The rules of the second chromosome express the connectivity and are used for developing the connections of the boolean network. L-systems are 2014 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics October 5-8, 2014, San Diego, CA, USA 978-1-4799-3840-7/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE [9] . Two separate L-systems are used in the representation as the developmental model; the first Lsystem develops cell processes of the first chromosome and the second L-system develops the connectivity rules of the second chromosome. Table I show the symbols used by the L-system for the first and second chromosomes. Symbol a is the axiom. Apart from symbols a, b, and c, which perform growth of the phenotype, symbol d performs apoptosis i.e., deletion of current rule (cell/node). Symbols X and Y, represent the differentiation process, replacing the predecessor cell/node. For example, for X→Y, outcome will be Y. For node/cell generation, L-system runs for n timesteps and then stops. As such, the intermediate phenotypes generated by development are of variable size. Figure 2 , show an example of a L-system grammar that can be used for developing chromosome rules. A simple example of a 2D-CA development is illustrated at 
A. The Genetic Algorithm
A genetic algorithm (GA) is utilized to evolve the chromosome rules. Since there are two separate L-systems involved in development, evolutionary process consists of two phases: a. creation of cells/nodes and b. generation of connections. Single symbol mutation and single-point crossover are used as genetic operators. Mutation may occur anywhere within the 4-symbol rule, so that production symbol (→) remains intact. Single-point crossover between two parents takes place at the production symbol location within the rule. The evolutionary cycle ends after a predetermined number of generations.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In [5] , it was studied whether the same developmental mapping can favor the evolvability of different computational architectures (i.e., CA and BN), in problem instances where the amount of information required to fully describe the system increases. As explained in Section I, this approach allows for a simple characterization of the complexity of problem instance. Complexity in a problem instance is defined in brief by the number of cell states involved to decide upon the state of the current cell (Section III-A).
Although a great deal of the capabilities of CDG was acquired in [5] , [8] , no studies were done to understand how the model exploit the underlying architectures and how it builds network structures or morphologies. This becomes more interesting as the developmental model is investigated using problems of varying complexity under scalable conditions. It might be that the model builds different network structures for "easier" problem instances or when architecture size (N) remains small. In addition, it may be possible that CDG exploit architectures in a similar way with any problem instance or that the size of architecture does not really affect the ability of the model to evolve and find some of the best phenotypes in the solution space.
So, the goals of the experiments to follow are: (i) study how the model exploits underlying architectures during development for varying architecture size and problem instance, and (ii) investigate how the developmental model builds network structure (morphology) for the best phenotypic solutions.
A. Experimental Setup
We develop two different computational architectures (2D-CA and BN) with size: a. N = 36, b. N = 64, and c. N = 100 cell/node. The size of architectures is smaller than in [5] , but large enough so that dependencies amongst cells/nodes be minimized during state evaluation. In addition, the size chosen should allow for easy, visual explanation of the network structures of the phenotypes.
For architectures to be comparable, they must yield the same state space or number of possible states. For example, an architecture of size N = 36, each cell/node can take 2 different distinct values (boolean). The total state space for each architecture would then be 2 36 . The number of outgoing connections per node is K = 5. If the number of outgoing connections exceeds five, a self-connection to the originating node is created instead. The number of incoming connections per node is limited by the total number of nodes in the network (N − 1). For simplicity, the length of each rule is 4 symbols (i.e., 4x8bits=32bits). The total number of rules for cell/node and connectivity is 64 with total size 32x64bits=2048bits. Each rule can be reused during a developmental cycle. The GA drives a single population of 20 individuals. All GA parameters are similar to [5] . Development runs for 100 time steps for each individual in the population. Generational mixing is used as the GA's global selection mechanism and fitness proportionate for parental selection. Mutation rate is .009 and one-point crossover rate .001. Rates are chosen based on past experience with the model [5] , [8] . The computational problem is described at Section III-B. For each problem, instances of different configuration are considered; an instance with no-state memory and instances of 2-, and 5-state memory. Problem instance description is given below (Sections III-C, III-D, III-E).
1) Preliminary Run:
We initially run a set of 10 experiments of 1000 generations for each problem instance and architecture size. For each individual, a random initial environment is fed into the architecture (CA and BN). This preliminary experiment resulted in ten final phenotypes. For each architecture size, we chose the two best and two worst solutions, based on their fitness. Since the focus of this work is to investigate how the model builds network structure, phenotypes yielding a distant fitness one should anticipate diverse genetic information in genotypes. Evolving further these genotypes will presumably result in very different network structure morphologies.
2) Main Run: After best and worst phenotypes for each problem instance are chosen, their genotypes are further evolved by an additional set of experiments. Each genotype is fed into the model and run once over 500 generations each, for the same computational task. The final fitness score is the average of the fitness of all four (two best & two worst) genotypes.
B. A Simple Stock Market Model
A simple stock market model is set as the computational task since such models provide interesting dynamics phenomena [10] . 2D-CA and BN lattices are used to represent a typical trading behavior. Each cell/node corresponds to a trader that either buys or sells on each timestep. The model is based on local interactions and involves simple rules to represent the behavior of the traders. The behavior of a trader X at timestep Following is a short description of the problem instances that are used in the experiments:
C. No-State Memory Problem Instance
Species hold no state memory (i.e., do not take into account previous states, in order to decide upon the current state of the cell). Since the model uses two neighbors to decide upon the state of the current cell, the instance has a rudimentary complexity k = 2.
D. A 2-State Memory Problem Instance
Except the two current neighbors, rules in this case take into consideration the state of the cell during the two previous timesteps (state memory 2), to decide upon the state of the current cell. Rules are based on the trading behavior (buy/sell) that dominate within the environment, using simple majority. As such, the instance would have a rudimentary complexity k = 4.
E. A 5-State Memory Problem Instance
Except the two current neighbors, rules in this case take into consideration the state of the cell during the five previous timesteps (state memory 5), to decide upon the state of the current cell. Rules are based on the behavior (buy/sell) that dominate within the environment, using simple majority. This instance would have a rudimentary complexity k = 7. IV. RESULTS Figure 4 shows the average (normalized) fitness results of the preliminary run with ten evolved phenotypes for different architecture sizes (N=36, N=64, and N=100). Each figure shows a combined bar chart for the instance problems (i.e., no-state, 2-state, and 5-state memory). After preliminary run (Section III-A1), two best and two worst phenotypes for each architecture size, are selected for the main experiment. That is, four phenotypes from each problem instance for N=36, N=64, and N=100. Phenotypes chosen for the main experiment (#Run), are shown at Table III. 
A. Rate of Change of the cell/node
To study how CDG exploit the underlying computational architecture, first is investigated how they are deployed during development. That is, monitor and estimate how each cell/node changes with respect to developmental time (i.e., Rate of Change or RoC). The rate of change is given by the derivative dy/dt, where y is the change of cell/node over the previous value and t the instantaneous developmental time. Figure 5 shows the average RoC (%) and standard deviation for each cell/node during development for varying architecture size. The average RoC is estimated by averaging the RoC of each cell/node of the architecture for all generations. Standard deviation shows the dispersion of the max/min RoC from the mean value for each cell/node for all generations.
Generally, the first part of the architectures (cells/nodes 1-10), involve a higher RoC for all problem instances. 5-state memory problem yield a considerably higher average RoC, comparing to the other two instances, i.e., the no-state and 2-state memory. The average RoC for the 5-state memory problem, is inversely proportional to the architecture size.
No-state memory RoC, is proportional to the architecture size. At Figure 5 (a), we observe that the average RoC is quite low but at figure 5(c) the average RoC is similar to that of the 2-state memory problem. The average RoC of 2-state memory exhibits a similar behavior and is not affected by the size of the underlying architecture.
B. Evolved Network Structures
In this section, we investigate how common developmental genomes build the network morphology of the solutions sought. As network morphology, we mean parts of network structure that have certain characteristics. These characteristics are based on i. the developmental dynamics and ii. changes in the phenotypic structure. Since any of these factors may have an impact to the "local" fitness of the individual, we record and analyze the best only individuals, by identifying the following conditions: 1) Positive impact to the fitness. For example, a new cell/node added or a different connection pattern may assign a greater fitness score than previously. 2) Neutral impact to the fitness (neither positive nor negative). For example, a cell/node with differentiated functionality or a newly deleted connection between two nodes may have no impact to the fitness. 3) Cell/node functionality or connectivity remain static during evolution, i.e., no changes have occurred. Visualization of dynamic evolution of network structures were analyzed with Cytoscape and DynNetwork plugin [13] , [11] . Figure 6(a) , shows the amount of structure (%) that contributes to the fitness, for different architecture sizes. The number of cell/nodes contributing positively to fitness is generally increasing with problem instance. Similarly, as the size of architecture increases, the number of cell/nodes contributing to the fitness increase. The result for N=100, follows the other two trends for N=36 and N=64, reaching a maximum contribution for 2-state memory problem. Unfortunately, trend failed to keep up since it flattens out for the 5-state memory problem. Figure 6 (b), shows the average amount of the structure (%) that has neutral impact to the fitness. The amount of neutrality in the structure for N=36 and N=64 is almost constant for all problem instances. Structures evolved for N=100, show a decreasing amount of network neutrality in the morphology when the problem instance's complexity increase. Figure 6 (c) indicate average amount of static structures. Network structures for N=36, show that the number of static cells/nodes during evolution is almost constant when the problem instance's complexity increases. Conversely, network structures for N=64 and N=100, initially involve a large number of static cells/nodes, but the number of nodes gradually decrease as problem's complexity increase.
Focusing on how network structures are evolved, common genomes initially generate solutions (phenotypes) that exploit the maximum number of nodes/cells available in the architecture. Subsequently, common genomes enter into a phase where evolved phenotypes are characterized by network solutions of smaller size with the same fitness. At later evolutionary stages, the developmental model provides solutions yielding the total number of available nodes/cells in architecture. This behavior was identified only in no-state and 2-state memory problem instances. This is justified by the decreased capacity of the 5-state problem towards neutral dynamics as shown at Figure  6(b) . Figure 7 show an example of emergent behavior for one of the best no-state memory, N=64 boolean network. All boolean networks shown in this figure are perfect solutions, i.e., individuals with best fitness score. Evolution starts exploring a large number of nodes at generation 1. Next generation, the model finds perfect solutions with smaller network structure (N=52). The model continues to provide phenotypes with simple structure also in later evolutionary stages (i.e., gen. 2-423). From generation 424, evolution started to explore solutions with more complex structures. Figure 7 (c)-7(e) show some phenotypes with most complex network structure (N=64). Networks are plotted with the force-based graph layout algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we investigated how CDG manage to exploit the underlying computational architectures during development and how they build network structures (morphology) for different problem instance and architecture size. CDG showed an emergent behavior where an increased number of cell/nodes was employed and the number of neutral and static parts of network structures were constantly small. In addition, it was shown that the more complex the problem (i.e., 5-state memory problem), the higher the rate of change. The rate of change was shown to be inversely proportional to architecture size.
Same type of behavior was also shown in [12] , where common genomes initially found solutions whose network structures yielded a small number of nodes. At later evolutionary stages solutions employed a larger number of nodes. Among the final solutions were also phenotypes whose network structures were rather simplified, i.e., the model did not need to exploit the total number of nodes available in the underlying architecture to obtain maximum fitness.
Both here and in [12] , the model showed emergence since it was not designed to exhibit such behavior. Also, although the target tasks in the latter work were very different in nature, common genomes showed an ability to explore the solution space by providing solution whose structure range from simplified to complex.
Future work involves the generalization of the findings of this work. To draw statistically correct conclusion, results need to be validated with further experimentation. It is also interesting to investigate whether the amount of static/neutral parts of network structures may have a direct influence to the robustness of the evolved system. 
